
Redmine - Feature #2181

Display more statistics about a user on the account page

2008-11-13 20:32 - Eric Davis

Status: New Start date: 2008-11-13

Priority: Low Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:    

Description

I think it would be interesting to see some more activity statistics on a user's account page (/account/show/n).

Number of forum messages

Number of issue notes

Number of SCM changesets

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #4864: Global statistics about Redmine usage New 2010-02-17

Related to Redmine - Feature #592: User Wiki Page New

History

#1 - 2008-11-15 21:07 - Markus Knittig

- File user-statistics.diff added

Here's my try. This patch also show how much wiki edits and news comments a user has...

#2 - 2009-01-29 17:39 - William Knak

How to setup /account/show/<id> as Welcome Page?

I've found some map.connect  on routers.rb, but I don't know how to pass ID as parameter.

// works for fixed ID=3

map.home '', :controller => 'account', :action => 'show', :id => '3'

// works for fixed ID=3

map.home '', :controller => 'account', :action => 'show', :id => ????

#3 - 2010-10-25 17:02 - Eric Davis

- Assignee deleted (Eric Davis)

#4 - 2012-11-01 17:47 - Fernando Hartmann

+1

#5 - 2012-11-02 12:04 - Daniel Felix

I added some relations. I think those two tickets (#4864 and #2181) would complement each other greatly.

#6 - 2013-02-18 04:31 - Kacper Wysocki

- File user-stats.diff added

User stats create an air of aspiration, and make the users want to contribute more. Here's a patch that applies to debian redmine (1.0.2).

Even cooler if one could give users "rank" like in other boards, attainable only by contributing more.

#7 - 2013-02-18 04:33 - Kacper Wysocki

- File user-stats.diff added
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Files

user-statistics.diff 2.54 KB 2008-11-15 Markus Knittig

user-stats.diff 2.21 KB 2013-02-18 Kacper Wysocki

user-stats.diff 3.42 KB 2013-02-18 Kacper Wysocki
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